THE LETTERS; DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Everything that appears in this publication exists for the purpose of detonation. This aim
amounts to a subjective inclination towards disruptions and revolutions in the everyday,
contestations against the ever-changing recompositions of spectacular power, and all acts of
resistance motivated against all that appears in our époque of perfected separation. This
inclination towards revolt amounts to our sole intent in preparing the appearance this publication.
There is not a single piece of theoretical or practical construction contained within our
works that is not prepared with these conceptions; any reading of the Letters which is not done
with these desires in mind would do well to leave our work unmolested.
REVOLUTIONARY PROSPECTS AGAINST THE SPECTACLE TODAY
We don’t play requests- Wire
1
The stakes of modern revolution have reached a certain state of urgency not previously
known to the history of class societies. Hardly a shocking statement, as it is one that will likely be
outdated relatively soon by its next reiteration, but one still worthy of comment. “Be it words or
action, all must be measured by time. We must choose when we are able, for time and tide wait
on no man” (Baltasar Gracian, quoted in Debord’s Comments).
Rates of consumption, fabricated by the rule of the commodity, have by this point in their
development torn apart entire continents, thrusting Africa and large swathes of Asia into a role
subsidiary to the continuity of modern relations of production in absolute. Labor in the
‘developed’ world is made redundant simply to assure that it is able to continue while its
exploitation is thrust unto the ‘undeveloped’ world: commodities demand waged consumers, and
thus some form of labor is demanded in the thriving democracies of the spectacle. In this ordering
of power, proletarians are regularly removed from the essential social use-values of their lives;
non-adulterated and affordable food, clean water, anything not related directly to the
accumulation of the various new innovations in pseudo-luxury, all while the infrastructure of
these processes rapidly approaches dystopian annihilation behind the dimly lit backdrop of the
spectacle. It is increasingly common for complaints about a family’s inability to afford groceries
to accompany freshly purchased autos or televisions, to a point where its normality falls beyond
considerable question. Such are the glaringly invisible tenants of the spectacle today.
The spectacle recognizes its own institution of increased barbarism, however; it is not
ignorant of the nature of its expansion. It is increasingly common for the spectacle to complain
about “today’s economy” as marketing rhetoric. The supposedly ‘structural’ crisis of capitalist
overproduction is necessarily a ‘crisis’. Without crisis, there would be no servitude, no need, and,
without need, false desire. A slavemaster must have slaves to maintain the title; a commodity
must have lustful disciples for it to retain the myth of demand. Today’s economy may be difficult,
but an engagement ring is the most important thing you’ll ever buy for the most important day of
your life. Or, in these difficult times of economic recession, we make car insurance affordable. As
the spectacle’s rhetoric of poverty heightens, so does the poverty of everyday life. More and
more, created desires are given of a sense of urgency and survivalism, and the created survivalism
becomes real and necessary for those without power over spectacular production. This is a
survival of boredom, in most cases of life atop the international hierarchy of consumption, with
continued perseverance in the commodity society being primarily equated to ones accumulation
of the fabricated luxuries of today, with the notion of survival existing as decorative fixing to a
society dominated by anything but. “The function of alienation must be understood as a condition
of survival” (Vaneigem, Basic Banalities pt 1). Just as the cyclical time of the peasant farmer,
based on the movements of the seasons, has been transformed into a pseudo-cyclical time divided

into the arbitrary organization of commodified-time, so too has the notion of survival long since
departed from its historical origins.
The most dangerous prospect to the continuation of this trend of production is not the fact
that a final, climactic point of ultimate annihilation presents a new sense of urgency in the
revolutionary struggle, but rather that capitalism is more than capable of expanding the totality of
its domination through this turbulence, and this expansion is more than prepared to numb any
sense of revolutionary urgency through the increased materialization of ideology. It won’t end in
a bang; it’ll end with a tedious procession of crises which are transformed in the discourse of the
spectacle as everyday events, treated to their few hours in the spotlight before they are
incorporated into the recurrent consciousness of an everyday life looming over a cliff of
irredeemable destruction. We all know that the polar ice caps won’t be restored with revolution,
that the ozone layers decimated by the spectacle of pollution won’t be revived to their previous
state of health, that a million or so irretrievable civilian casualties were incurred in some
American invasion of the middle east, but we also know, above all else, that serious talk against
the society responsible for such is simply not acceptable. Mourning stops as quickly as it starts,
bought as discarded with all the vigor and following apathy as any other product of alienated
labor.
As the spectacle of today has eliminated all the former ideological and material divisions
in its uneven development, synthesizing the best of the diffuse rule of consumption and the
concentrated role of militarized imagery, there exists little potential for substantial internal
conflict within the structure of bourgeois power today. Class society has brought the dichotomy
of perpetual fear and perpetual consumption entirely under the reign of its own machinations of
the interior; no longer relying upon the existence of a mystic Soviet nuclear arsenal looming
oceans away, it is free to produce, fight, escalate, deescalate, and reignite its wars of endless
continuity as it pleases, free to do what it will within the unity of its false opposition. You’re
either with us or with the terrorists, the terrorists which we did naturally did a good job of making
to look quite frightening and authentic. All that was once lived, all that was once feared, has
moved into representation alone. Anarchists are terrorists, Islamic militants are terrorists,
communists are terrorists, but go ahead and take on that role if you please; it’s designed to fail
anyway. “Like penicillin, ideology has become less effective as its use has become more
widespread” (Ideologies, Classes and the Domination of Nature, SI).
2
Commercials blend together; ‘programming’ becomes more and more difficult to
differentiate; while ideological messages are shrouded, unspoken, but present; they naturalize and
argue through tactics of exclusion. We do not watch television as it plays in bars, in gyms,
waiting rooms, study rooms on college campuses, as videos play on billboards; they watch us.
“The alienating objects have lost the ruse and mystery of transcendence, they are there in their
concrete poverty” (Vanigem, Basic Banalities pt 1). An architecture of power, the proliferation of
screens embed mannerisms into us, it disciplines us, it naturalizes us until the architecture of the
screen’s world is all that we can see, and the dystopia of the project of sprawl and banality
becomes known as the world, the natural world, and, finally, the best of all possible
worlds, because what is is good, what is our world is the best world. The in-group mentality
which was once concentrated through nationalism has become a generalized interconnected
euphoria of commercial smiles. We smile along, we laugh, we relate; television is good because it
tells us that it is good. So long as we do not demystify and assault images for their implicit
meanings, all remains well in the society of the spectacle. “For hundreds of years, the monarchy
swam in blood without dissolving” (Saint-Just).
3

The threshold between screen and world is collapsing. The technology of representation
achieves greater verisimilitude, but it does not merely mirror reality; reality mirrors it. Modern
reality is no longer created outside of the screen, but rather it implodes from it. The bodies in the
screen are the screen: blank people in a black space; a canvas for ideology. Ideology is imposed
on them from a centralized source; they are but puppets of power. Made-up faces of women sell
products, they concentrate desire, they form desire, they form normalcy and the synchronization
of thought. Our thoughts have been replaced with moving images. Dead characters give us
unrequited company. We gravitate to them because we want their company, but they present
themselves while we are forced to become no one in their presence. These characters are
animated corpses which exist independently of any previously identifiable force. The game,
intentions, and faces of the machinated screen-bodies are mystified behind occult tricks that draw
us into an empty non-space of dancing pin-up mannequins, all of which are only intensified in
their multitude as the spectacle continues to assert its coup against all elements of existence.
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Natural disasters are rising in frequency while extreme weather patterns are rapidly
creating a new norm of regular environmental catastrophe, but such simply amounts to a
justification for even grander heights of obscurificaiton in the field of information and
presentation. New York can be flooded without much question in the twilight of this époque, so
long as a former Beatle and the Rolling Stones can be pulled out for a spectacular benefit concert
in the fleeting period in which it occupies the forefront of mass discourse. Comfort is provided to
the victims in the only commodified form of alienated action known to the spectator while the
spectacle continues to spew its innumerable pollutants into the ozone and oceans of the world that
amount to the most cost-effective modes of waste disposal. IT matters not if sprawling swathes of
New York City can now handedly be engulfed by hurricanes which amounted to cinematic fiction
only years earlier, for the spectacle hardly has a memory for suffering not beneficial to its aims.
The horrors of 9/11 will never be forgotten so long as there is a war to be had in the middle east,
while the far more expansive horrors of said wars remain on the most marginalized fringes of
societies that are understanding of acceptable conversation. Suffering is disagreeable in the
communicative currents of the spectacle, but only when it is presented as such. There is a
difference between national tragedy and collateral damage, a difference which exists purely in
terms of image.
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The everyday life of the spectator, complete with its overflowing abundance of
habitualized banality, comes to take on the unlived form of this progression from the once
identifiable base of material relation. It serves as the immediate form through which the reifying
process of modern life takes on, and it amounts to the engagements in sight which create all
modes of engagement, positive and negative, which appear in the spectacle. It is on this stage that
the demands for higher wages, greater accessibility to the commodity, slightly improved
standards of security in access to survival exist find their origins of response. The Greek workers
who seize their factories only to find that they are still beholden to the same laws of capitalist
production as they were before and who have yet to aim their radical subjectivity at the totality of
their false desires, the Spanish demonstrators who engulf their capital in protest of austerity for a
few hours before proceeding to their respective ‘homes’ for lack of an understand for as to what
follows, the American union members who storm and occupy state capitals to protect their
already paltry ‘collective-bargaining’ rights, all amount to brief sights of what a revolutionary
negation of this society might amount to, but they are all still yet rooted in the currents of
everyday life as it is understood in relation, not in negation to, the commodity. They mark timid
efforts to test the water of revolt, but they ultimately do not extend beyond fleeting experiments
with the sensation of rebellion in their current form. In a world wherein moving images now

stand in for consciousness, revolution will necessarily amount to nothing short of a complete
inversion of that which now passes as existence.
Even the conception of opposition to the spectacle remains full within this orbit of
moralization and selective commentary; it just so happens that some fragmentations in the
appearance of unity have arisen on enough points for it to have qualified as a safety valve for the
representation of revolution. The reformists of today invariably benefit from new ‘grassroots’
surges from certain sectors of the working class, with the Reaganite offensive against collectively
shared consumption having allowed for certain traces of the classical class struggle to take on a
ghostly image of its past existence, but they are invariably beholden to all the same ills which
their predecessors maintained. Many are for the first time leaning of the weight managed by
figures such as Debs and organizations like the CIO, but in their haste to make revolutionists of
themselves, they seem to have ignored the ultimate (defeat) maybe more than simply “defeat” of
these figures, as well as the causes for such failures. Michael Moore films are raging successes,
with all their grandiose promotions of European style social-democracy as the ‘new’ socialism,
unions are embraced warmly as incubators of today’s grassroots organizing, and the refomist
fashion is welcomed widely by the more ‘radical’ of liberals, even while they continue to conduct
their standard business within the bureaucratic states of the integrated spectacle. Of course, most
still shy away from any efforts which might make an appeal to challenge their unwavering love of
the commodity, as they simply come armed to the field of the political with a reactionary notion
of equitable consumption, equitable consumption in a historical era demanding the destruction of
the commodity. It matters not how many occupy movements emerge in the realm of
communication provided to the spectators of modern society, just as the new wave of trade union
struggle is largely irrelevant to the intransigent standards of revolution, for they all speak the
same language of the commodity.
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Images of the class struggle as it existed in the 20th century manage no foreseeable role
of relevance in the revolutionary struggle of today. Without question, it is seeing a certain state of
re-insurgence in the period following the popularity of liquidated hierarchy in consumption which
followed in the wake of 1968 into the 80s, wherein jobs and basic welfare are becoming rarities
with increasing frequency, but this re-insurgence will serve only as a footnote in the new image
of spectacular domination which has emerged to accompany that period. You have your freemarket capitalist ideology, and you have your free-market capitalist ideology that thinks some
rational planning of commodity exchange might do the worker some poorly understood ‘good’.
Needless to say, we seek to destroy both modes of thought proscribed to the spectator, so that
some mode of meaningful subjective thought may actually come into existence.
The notion of the political left itself is indeed tailored inescapably to the production of
political dichotomies well within the field of the spectacular. If a leftist thinks he has adopted a
leftist positions, his worries are over and his ideological consciousness is securely inoculated
against any threat of intervention for the praxis of revolutionary action; the notion of the left is
nothing beyond a diffuse shot of vicodin for the spectator who would like to pretend with
sporadic regularity to the image of revolt.
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The spectacle is proof of the fact that capitalism is capable of reinventing itself until there
is no more time historically allotted for its reinvention. Accumulated pollution from the endless
industrial explosions of the spectacle decimates arctic ice caps, but such irreversible destructions
only pave the way for new shipping lanes, facilitating and supporting the destructive reign of the
commodity in its quest to make all that which appears a more perfect representation of non-life. It
is acknowledged that these movements are permanent, but this permanency only makes way for
the alienated labor of tomorrow.
These trends cannot persist should the ruins of the spectacle indeed retain any habitable
qualities for freely constructed existences. The stakes of the revolutions of 1968 were high, but a
margin of error existed; there would still be some earth nominally livable which would be left to
host revolutions of the future. Such potential for historical error is rapidly becoming one
regulated solely to the history of struggles past. The world can only bear so many more
Fukushima meltdowns, so many more oil spills, so many further periods of expanding
desertization, so many more wars of purely destructive imperialist intent, before it is removed of
the potential for further spectacular exploitation. It is well known that the capitalist mindset will
continue to drain the earth of all its potential profit right up until the dystopian end; the only
solution to the crises of modern poverty on this sick planet will be found in the total revolution of
every facet previously thought known to the organization of modern life.
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The spectacle, its power relationships, and its consequences exist, but that does not mean
they must exist or that they will exist. Fatalism and apocalyptic thinking are useful only if fate
and the destruction of the world can be heralded by humanity. The vast majority of people will
agree that the spectacle, power relations, and their consequences exist with or without
revolutionary theory, but the vast majority of people at this moment in time are lost in the
naturalization of material ideology, unable to see, or rather, critique, anything beyond it. All that
is good appears, and all that is good is invariably beyond question, as blatantly bankrupt as it may
appear. It is true that individuals cannot start a revolution, as it is true that communist parties only
bureaucratize the notion of it, making social revolution into an intentionally endless affair of

paper sales.
Marx did not write about theory, praxis and the end of abstract, sterilized, other-worldly
philosophy so that others would write and talk about theory and praxis and the end of philosophy
within the comfortable walls of abstract, sterilized, other-worldly philosophy. He did not write to
furnish future generations with philosophers decorated with doctorates and detailed
understandings of Epicurius. He intended to herald a revolution; the fatalist apocalyptic thinking
that if the people possessed by economic systems and distant people in control and ideology
revolted together against those constructs, the constructs would wither. A revolution against the
spectacle is both physical and ideological. There are structures of oppression to fight: bosses,
bureaucrats, teachers, professors, the bourgeois family. There are also ghosts to fight; the
policemen inside of our heads; the notions of the old world, of Romantic artistic genius and
medieval privilege given by God, Protestant notions of moral work ethic; the spectacle, too, is an
amalgamation of ghosts. And there are ghosts to consider not as academic points to memorize for
identification tests, but to remember as the negative spirit of history over the course of a history
of struggle: revolutions past and revolutionaries and their strategies. The integrated festival of
banality is merely a veneer over the complexity of struggle, and it is that struggle beneath
mystification that must be revealed and realized. “Although men have spoken about this
revolution, most of them haven’t said anything.” Saint-Just
“The point is simply that revolution has to be reinvented.” (Instructions for an
Insurrection, SI). It is the negative of the negative—the revolutionaries aimed as the supersession
of all the terrorists, anarchists, militants, and communists—that will serve as the navigators of the
northwest passage out of this époque. Philosophy departments have hitherto only tried to
understand the spectacle, the point, however, is to change it.
Revolutionary organization as
it should exist today demands
little more comment from
those already raised by the SI.
In a period such as ours,
dominated largely by dormant
or thoroughly spectacular
trends in radical subjectivity,
all we can hope for are the few
fleeting moments of revolt and
temporal creation that can be
salvaged from our subjugation
to the spectacle. A revolution
must be made, and that will yet
demand a force of initial
detonation, a force which will
invariably be made by
individuals to have survived
this period.

Economic determinism is no more accurate of a predictive theory for revolution in the
21st century than it was in the 19th or 20th; any upheaval of capitalism to be undertaken in our
time will still rely on all the complexities behind a conscious negation of this society; it just so
happens that the time in which we have to negate this society is rapidly fleeting. There will be no
cordial invitation to the revolution, it will not be made with the prepackaged politics which have
been forced onto the spectacular notion of opposition, it will need to be made with an unwavering
intent on the social, and nothing less. Revolution today won’t be made with the notions of
revolution which sufficed in the history of ideology, it won’t be made today with a ‘wait-and-seecapitalism is in crisis it’s going to collapse anyway’ attitude; in short, it will have to actually be
created. The project is hardly new, but yet it must make certain breaks with the past. It varies
little from the intent maintained by the millennial commune-ists of the middle ages, the énrages
and sans-culottes of 1793, the various intransient Saint-Justs, Varennes and Héberts to arise in the
course of revolution, the communards, the sailors of Kronstadt and Kiel, the workers councils of
1968, any many other examples of total question to have existed in the history of revolt in no way
compromising with the organization of class power, all have attempted our project yet, but our
efforts must go beyond these attempts in one critical regard, we must replace this temporal
festival of revolution with one of permanence. “Alienated production makes the rain; revolution
makes the sun shine” (Debord, The Sick Planet)
Ryan Rogers
Anna O’Meara
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TOWARDS REFUSAL IN AND OF THE UNIVERSITY

the classroom as a public space for a negation of its hegemonic parameters of discourse
acts of refusal against education in the university individually acted in papers, personal
transgression, etc, are first vital for the individual's existence set in opposition to the totality of
the spectacle as it is translated into the rhetoric and curriculum of the university course. However,
the classroom or lecture hall itself must also be a space for this opposition. 'Yes' is the only word
in the classroom. Though masked as liberal permissiveness for the performance and development
of the 'self', the etiquette of classroom discussion is itself actually a rhetoric of inhibition and
constraint cast upon the student subject effectively blocking the potential for verbal action against
the commodified language of the contemporary student in their docile consumerist state of

ignorance. The spectacle is manifest in the complacence of the contemporary student, and in these
moments of classroom 'silence' there lies the open ground for violence against it. The fear of
ideological violence evident in university codes regarding classroom conduct is a marker of its
very significance. Stated explicitly in the name of keeping students safe from harassment and
emotional harm, the ideology of the classroom structure mirrors that of the facile liberal notion of
the individual and his or her uniqueness, which is so perfectly suited to creating working subjects
who will "find themselves" a place and fulfill their role in reproducing the spectacle. Moreover, it
uniformly castrates the revolutionary potential of the classroom as a public space by creating a
more or less silent audience for the impotent performance of the hardlined academic.
classroom as public space; without bodies/entities/minds in their active state. rubrics
content to make inert that which has potential for movement or aggression. inert collective minds
of the students entities of pure consumption, notwithstanding the over-talking and amount that is
missed, are dominant to our époque. violence here exists necessary in the sense that disruption
modifies the commodified language of the university in its pathway into the inert mind of the
subjugated student - to modify this communication one must partake in violent disruption without violent modification of the message it is inevitably received passively as a artifact of the
distant commodity image of the university curriculum. a modification that would not be possible
without disruption. without disruption the modification of the communication is left in its
essential oppressive form, further stratifying the inert body of the student within the rhetoric of
the university and its discontents. to disrupt these communications is to disrupt the perpetual
ideological coercion of the student. to disrupt these communications is to re-assert the autonomy
of the student in spaces of oppression within the university that have hitherto been masked as
inclusive.
The voice is a distinct and independent subversive body affecting the visage of the
traditional entities within which the oppressed spirit of the student is manifest. the voice as a
disruption in the public space of the classroom, as a violence. moreover, past violence in
modification of the message or communication there is often called for a public violence cast
against ignorance itself and the misguided student entity whom articulates nefarious ideologies
within the classroom space. kids trying to be funny. kids asserting values of popular culture in
discourse. kids falling back on the social democratic ideals of multiculturalism and
permissiveness. these need violent retorts. where the subject presents itself in its pure ideological
form as an intervention of a neutered public space it is not so much that 'well there is free speech
and people can say what they want' but more that when people say what they want, exercising
their 'speech', it turns out that their speech is worthless or empty; it requires a qualifier to
distinguish that voice as a body within the space identifiable in a particular way i.e. it requires
overtures towards negation. one must castrate the normalized notions of liberal ideology for the
impotent worthless lot that it is.

SEX AND THE SPECTACLE
The spectacle calls itself a medium based on the ancient mystical role of the “medium”: a human
puppet through which the dead communicate.
PART I: AGAINST FEMININITY

the birth of anger
BRIGHT SUMMER WHITE; pink happy, mouth open, sunshine, smiley voices, cleaned,
groomed, posing, sweet, nice, poised, acting, shopping, friends, laughing, organized, shaven. This
is the myth of femininity. It is not a “myth” simply used for advertising, without existing in the
world. It is a myth that radiates from the image and permeates the “real woman.” But changing
the image and the current positioning of gender roles does not change the ideology of what
constitutes “womanhood,” or, truer to popular terminology, “girlhood.” Womanhood is defined
by bourgeois values, a producer of unwaged surplus value, a sign of wealth, a mystical
commodity to be bought and maintained in the marketplace of social interaction. The real woman
is representation created through hyper-attention to image through hygiene, make-up, fashion,
and new, clean clothing made of materials and colors that are so fragile and easily dirtied—These
constructed standards for presentation manifest the materially realized fantasy of woman, a reality
synonymous with the fantasy of the commodity. Louis Sullivan—Ayn Rand’s pre-libertarian
hero—designed shopping malls based on fluid, curvy, frivolous form in an effort to merge the
structure of the shopping mall with the myth of the feminine. Images of images for images of
people. Similarly, the first shopping malls in the arcades of Paris were the first shopping centers
outside of the city environment in an effort to shield, protect, and remove the 19th Century
woman from the street and the city, spaces too dangerously lower-class for a proper bourgeois
woman to inhabit.
Attention to weight, skincare, hair care—and allowing for the mindless time it takes to
cultivate these bodily ideals to their perfection—these are the notions at the core of self-selling,
self-objectification, and self-commoditization. The “real woman” is an image of a pruned garden,
a being once of nature who became naturalized into a systemization of commodified feminine
being from her appearance to her projection of the pseudo-emotions of the spectacle. This
pseudo-emotion of exuberant happiness is coupled with the pseudo-emotion of tolerance, which

is presented as natural and apolitical, but is, at its core, the governing bourgeois principal of
liberal society. She gives her pseudo-happiness to everyone and emanates it everywhere. Her allgiving happiness implies egalitarian tolerance. Furthermore, her seemingly innate emotional
fluidity creates the universal notion of the “emotional woman,” a woman of a fragile yet volatile
emotionality whose naïve laughs can easily turn to naïve tears when confronted with the
aggressive trials of the mythology of the masculine. The bourgeois woman has the luxury to buy
this image, this body, this persona, this life, and they do so without so much as a moment’s
hesitation, for it is the only image of existence which they are presented with for definition.
The female body is the visual manifestation of spectacular power; it is distorted and
shaped by representation; it is reduced to representations. Ideas of femininity are anything but
essentialist and they are anything but what one should embody. They are the definition of
alienated consumerist submission. Feminism’s glorification of traditional perceptions of
womanhood only furthers the naturalization of spectacular power.1
II. AGAINST BOURGEOIS FEMINISM
the demystification of power
BOURGEOIS FEMINISM PROCLAIMS the mission of “equal opportunity” based
participation in capitalist society/work, promoting solidarity and interaction between women as
the finite theoretical victory to be gained by feminists today. The equality of bureaucratic
placement within the still yet impoverished labor aristocracy is the equality sought by this
modernist ideology of nominally aggressive orientation.
This rhetoric forgets, invariably, that all bureaucrats are oppressors, that a female
bureaucrat is still a bureaucrat. There is no such thing as equal opportunity under capitalism
because some are privileged and some are not, capitalism only works if some people fail. The
fight for equality between women and men is a fight between people of the same privileged class;
it is a displaced struggle when the actual divide is between those with power and means and those
without power or means. Tolerating ideological structures that exist (in both men and women) is
stagnation; tolerance will not change the world, it will only the appearance presiding over its
perpetuation. False solidarity is essentialist (see also; masturbation): it assumes that all women
have pre-prescribed attributes of femininity in common.
III. THE DEATH OF REVOLUTIONARY MASCULINITY AND THE EMERGENCE OF
SPECTACULAR POWER
reclaiming of the revolutionary
ROUSSEAU’S MYTHOLOGY OF MASCULINITY was once synonymous with
revolutionary strength: strength of purpose, dedication, virtue—and a willingness to die fighting
for a more egalitarian world beyond the reign of dominant power. These decidedly masculine
revolutionary virtues were at the core of the Cult of Marat and the idea that beauty was a product
of virtue. The fault of the French revolution’s idea of the masculine was in the enforcement of the
mythology that active revolutionary virtue was something only men had the physical being to
make manifest, when, in fact, the strength and intransigence of revolutionary virtue is the same in
both men and women, it is a question of their spirit, not their sex or physical appearance.
Enlightenment humanism’s fault was in the location of power within physical human beings
rather than historical movements and collectivity. But the myth of specifically masculine and
bodily empowerment soon dissolved and devolved into the myth of western democracy, which
used literal man power as an extension of statist, capitalist, and then spectacular ideology.
However, the sexualized myth of the revolutionary man became grossly recuperated into
crypto-fascist beliefs that Marat’s revolutionary virtue can be channeled into imperialism and

police work. Fighting for a cause becomes fighting for dominant power through the physical
repression of dissidence. Another manifestation of the Enlightenment idea of masculinity is
wholly spectacular: the spectacle of violence, sacrifice, fighting, strength, and power for two
main purposes: the displacement of revolutionary desire and the association of capitalist power as
the formidable source of power. Soccer players with advertisements on their backs embody the
strength of a corporation through their musculature in the same way that a strong, sturdy, sleek
skyscraper communicates monetary and institutional strength. This monetary and institutional
strength is often embodied by the myth of working class masculinity, which, in the 19th Century,
was brute strength, but 20th Century portrayals often combine would-be difficult work with
exhuberant passivity, silencing and feminizing the proletarian male worker into another
marionette of the screenworld and allowing an external authority figure to speak over him to
narrarate his willful passivity.

IV. THE BOURGEOIS FAMILY
the revolt against the past
WHILE MEN AND WOMEN ADOPT different roles based on the spectacular mythology
of their sexuality, the function of the mother and the father is about the same in the modern
bourgeois family for our purposes—they are equally the instillers of ideology and the incubators
who shield their children from consciousness. They send their children to schools determined by
social class, they clothe their children in the ideology of advertisement, they discipline their
children into tolerant passivity; they impose ‘their’ presence unto their children’s lives to such an
extent that the child is entirely naturalized into the dominant authority of parental control, and
they teach their children the meaning of fun in spectacular terms. In the case of the family, the
parents are merely hitmen for metaphysical niceties well beyond their understanding.

The bourgeois festivals of Christmas, Easter, and Thanksgiving couple consumerism with
traditional ideology in holy matrimony—a natural conflation in a world where capital and
ideology work with such perfected cohesion. The bourgeois family teaches all of the rituals of
alienated life from TV time to girl scouts to abstinence to Sunday mass. Even in the case of the
‘modern’ family, the latest play on this ideological trend, the negative definition never escapes a
dependency on the composition of the commodity. The cool family is only cool because they’ve
done away with the sexual taboos of old, the strict family regulations of the concentrated
spectacle applied to the den; they’ve simply conducted the same evolution undertaken by the
spectacle itself.
No terror without virtue, no virtue without terror.
V. THE REALIZATION OF BEAUTY AS REVOLUTIONARY VIRTUE
the triumph of revolutionary beauty through the destruction of its spectacular recuperation
THE MOST EFFECTIVE LIES ARE BEAUTIFIED. The most relevant truths garner the
centralization of bureaucratic power. Beauty is truth, truth is beauty, beauty is lies, lies are
beautiful. Beauty is constructed based on banal expectation. Beauty is the structure of what is
good. Beauty becomes ingrained into actions and desire. Beauty must be destroyed in order to be
realized. Sublimity: once defined as the bourgeois spectacle of distance from the disasters of
poverty, the industrial revolution, and apocalypse. But perhaps sublimity is a useful idea. The
sublime recognized the negative, portrayed it, tried to understand it, and therefore tried to
recuperate it. The sublime recognized appeal in destruction, the destruction of the grotesque
perfection of the Renaissance ideal. The 19th Century saw the Renaissance ideal disintegrate.
Ideals (and idols) had to be destroyed, and so they still must. The ancient structures of the
imposed beautiful, imposed reification, imposed ideology, they were attacked with beautiful
ferocity with the iconoclastic sacrilege of the French Revolution. The sublime beauty of
destruction is neither the ideal or the grotesque: it is neither decadent nor perfected. Instead, it is
true. Not in the trite Enlightenment sense of scientific, objective, sterile, unchangeable truth,
which is just a later manifestation of the Renaissance ideal. It is true, meaning it can be lived,
actually, not ritually or through constructed experience, but through chance, through initiative,
through the empowerment of the course of life and relationships and love and friendship and
ferocity and anger over alienated social relations mediated by images and social constructs.
Destruction was my Beatrice, says Mallarmé; the hellfire leading him to a notion of paradise far
removed from Dante’s where the sublimity of heaven and hell merge into empowerment through
destruction and love. The decadence of bullshit is grotesque, especially when it sounds pleasing
or acceptable. We must not sound pleasing or acceptable. I would rather the words of this article
gauge out your eyes than leave you so thoroughly indoctrinated to the point that you fall under
the unquestioned spell the Pythagorean perfection of Baroque harmonies, or you crave the silky
white skin of the all-sexualized television screen without regret, or you triumph in the symphony
of decadent exuberant placid smiles that replace the warranted anger and violence of life. No,
may you look to the world and be made angry, because blessed are the angry and the dissatisfied;
no one else will exert the force necessary to change the festivity of boredom, the festivity of
bourgeois decadence, the festivity of poverty. No one should be merely happy. ‘Fun’ is merely
commodified sedation, should we trust the contemporary definitions. I do not trust people who
smile too often because their smiles are not earnest; they are rather the confused irony of nonirony at the heart of the ever-laughing technocratic spectacle opiate machine. Destroy the statues
in the Louvre, the bored and stoic ones, who look like the pretty athletic girls who do not listen,
but rather appear in class, at the gym, on the street, in the mall. We must break the statues; we
must smash the girls; we must disarm their appearance of well-exercised idleness. The sublime
mushroom cloud of destruction must descend upon every football stadium. Then people will feel
anger, remorse, and also the realization of the meaningless of the event, the realization of the

power it had over them, and the desire for ignorance in the face of the new-found consciousness
of a changing landscape of destruction. We want them to feel anger when their football stadiums
are destroyed. But more than that: we want the anger they already feel, anger that is reduced and
confined to stadiums and programming, and the alienation that houses their anger to be exposed
and revealed. We want anger to become dangerous again. Only when the unbeautiful beauty of
modern decadence is destroyed, the decadence of the spectacle, the decadence of art, of
television, of history, only then can the truly beautiful aspects of the potential of everyday life be
realized.
-Anna O’Meara
Notes on ‘May Day’

Progress is merely a modern idea, a conception of production born to the demands of
production. On both the right and the left, the notion that commodity society must constantly
move forward is kept as an indefinable law of general political order, the corner upon which all
action is inexorably tied to for purposes of legitimacy.
“A true political criminal doesn't reject society. He attacks political structures and not
social structures." This exists as the dominant ideological rationale for both the left wing militant
and the state bureaucrat tasked with officiating the continued reign of order, a line not to be
crossed if one wishes to remain still firmly entrenched in the security of this society, if one wishes
to remain in the graces of reified existence. Contending with the lineage and modern
manifestation of May Day invariably amounts to a question of contestation against the ideological
lineage of the left, which is to say, it requires a confrontation against the ideology of the

spectacle.
The occupiers, the neo-Leninists, the hack third worldists who consider revolution the
sole work of ‘living skeletons sleeping on the sidewalks of Calcutta?’, all play at the same game
of defending that which we’ve long since identified as necessary targets of social revolution
today. Wages, economic growth, living standards, hierarchically governed education, the
abundance of the commodity, the modern leftist simply 'desires' to see a greater degree of
equality in the state of formally distributed alienation. In the inverted plane of ideology that is the
left, to be ‘revolutionary’ is to denounce revolution, while to denounce 'revolution' is to be
revolutionary. It has long since been established in this non-history of capitalist development that
the occasional readjustment in the ranks of its dominance is necessary, the occasional revolution
in equal opportunity access to the functions of alienated production is necessary yet for the
continuity of the spectacle, thus we see the role of the left in its most complete form. It is this
form which we seek to do away with.
BRING OUT YOUR DEAD, BRING OUT YOUR DEAD.
AN OBITUARY FOR CHAVEZ AND 'REVOLUTION' BY IMAGE

Hugo Chavez, the savior of all affairs revolutionary in Latin America, the heir to the new
left's former obsession with all movements 'third world' in appearance, has recently died. His
death is of no serious relevance beyond the affect it will impose on the representation of modern
capitalist power in Venezuela. Chavez himself was always inconsequential, a colonel patiently
waiting for his time in the limelight as the next South American coup leader and/or
'democratically' elected knight of populism; he always maintained a lifeless role open by inherent
design to most anyone with the right bureaucratic pedigree. Just as the death of Stalin or Mao
merely prompted eulogized images of cult power to replace the representation of the living, so to
will this changing of the palace guard proceed to merely reorient itself in image alone.
As it clear enough from the funeral procession, Chavez still manages a powerful enough

hold on the non-life of the proletariat to draw them out en masse under the guise of celebratory
pseudo-festival, but the same could be said of the passing of any glorified commodity-celebrity of
bureaucratic rule (Lenin, Stalin, Mao, the Queen, take your pick). This plays on the myth of
bourgeois power, dressed in all the exterior fixings of mass democratic participation, as all coups
of fabricated political life tend to be, is one with no bearing on the actual state of the struggle for
revolution in Venezuela. The question of revolution today is one which demands an outright
rejection of all forces of the status quo of capital, it is one which demands not only mere stipends
of social support from a government flush with profits from the sale of oil, but rather an
international decimation of the class society which makes these transactions possible. Yes,
Chavez was a benevolent profiteer of the bureaucratic sector of bourgeois power, surely, but this
does not alter the reality that his meek reforms only served to placate a population with the
placebo of change while the society of the spectacle was allowed to continue on with all of its
usual business.
In many ways, Chavez was necessary. He allowed the primary models of spectacular
discourse in the west yet another specter of false socialism, something beneficial to those on both
the left and the right who buy into this myth and thus the organization of the spectacle as it stands
today, while also serving to create much the same ideological understandings in his own country.
If Chavez didn't step up to the plate of socially dreamed revolution, someone else surely would
have been made to, if the spectacle were to maintain its reign over Venezuelan society.
Chavez is dead now, but the bureaucracy continues, as do specters of false. If it wasn’t a
new Allende, if it wasn’t our now renowned Chavez, it would have been someone else. A typical
model bureaucrat has been found to stand in as his replacement by this point, and there is little
doubt that the slums of Caracas will remain slums with the bourgeois neighborhoods remain
bourgeois; there is no doubt that the society of isolation will remain isolated. The more mass
rallies of mourning and/or celebration paid to the decrepit corpse of Chavez one attends, the more
one will invariably find themselves alienated from life. Only when the power of workers councils
overcomes the power of the 'workers' state will revolution finally arrive in Venezuela.
Chavez was dead before he was dead. It is not time to mourn, but rather to kill the dead,
so that we all may live.
R.-M. Rogers
3.15.13

This poem is the exact text of a recorded audio clip from eight minutes of my car radio set to
Scan. Line breaks signify the station changes. Stanza breaks signify nothing. Scattered
punctuation for clarity when reading/etc.
Houston, Portland, or who knows where?
Located at fifteen twenty-four route nine in clifton park
is in the list of schools that are considered green
yeah yeah yeah yeah
oohhh ohhh.
[static]
The source of income, uh, um, the source of income language
so you're just gonna have to sit tight, glue that butt to that chair or
the beauty in
the county executive has not met his obligation to
go to B95 dot com and click on Mega Deals, Price Chopper
don't need to read you a miranda right if they are firing at you to try to
with zero point nine percent financing for well qualified buyers.
The power ball jackpot is now one hundred and
like, like, at the kids awards, like, the green jelly stuff.
Democrat,
take me in the kitchen
ooooh yaaaa, oh oh, oh oh.
There's a big umbrella casting shadows
or to adopt the local law, meanwhile the county is well ahead of schedule in building
worries that they'll never be fully together, should she just ditch
a leader in Massachusetts wants answers after a state agency confirmed the Boston
aging stone, or a valley ohhh ohhh.
We just have to tell you about the incredible new nissan lease, destination nissan is the area's
spending money, just listen to oldies all day every day.
They found the perfect necklace for the perfect dress for
motorcar company in latham has the answer,
keeps repeating itself again and its really kind of strange and scary.
A portable snack with great, it's great for
again learn more at this event and ronald mcdonald house by logging on to
looking for the rest of me, got the best of me,
needle down deep in my gun, he started drilling
after a federal investigation into its multi-billion dollar travel center business.
All originals all the time,
trucking firms so they could boost profits and pad commissions.
Internet and phone both with 99.9 percent network reliability that's there when
people already love, you don't, you just make it better
looking for, and i knew it wasn't me
to eastern new england, that storm now spinning up
outside like a pile of leaves
never learn
temperatures that have come up into the sixties
who loves you? where is he now? well maybe
listen to me, no you
this store guaranteed, that's any car
hot hot mess, make you so blind
heyyy heyyy heyyy
paid for by the american petroleum institute
visit live skinny dot com
help me help me i'm no good
as most areas should come back up
you've got the luck of a kennedy
We've been waiting for is a very good looking weekend to get out there in the yard with
some so-called crisis to impose martial law, sure we can, we had martial law with
some happy customers dancing in the street
having adventures, listen for your personal keyword to text for your exclusive invite.

In all probability, it will be revealed to be the case that we haven't any desire to be in contact with
you.

"On a scale from real life to fake life, we're steadily at about a 7."
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